
NOTES & PARAMETERS:

Course has been measured in accordance with USATF requirements using
the Shortest Possible Route (SPR) Method, to within 12" of all curbs, centerlines
and defined road edges consistent with the following restrictions:

1. On Martins Run Road runners shall generally keep in the northwest-bound traffic lane
(keeping the southeast-bound traffic lane open for emergency local traffic, fire and ambulance
use (except the runners will turn right around a Traffic Cone on the center line of Martins Run
just northwest of Jonathan Morris Circle to enable them to enter that counterclockwise loop.

2. Upon leaving Jonathan Morris Circle, runners will turn right around a Traffic Cone in the center
of Martine Run and remain within that northwest-bound traffic lane until and after the turn around
Turnaround #2, beto(e re-entering Halcyon Drive.

3. Opposing runners in the northwest-bound traffic lane shall keep right of oncoming runners.

Elevations are relative, as observed using Google Earth.com and are
expressed in meters in accordance with current USATF protocol.
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COURSE DESCRIPTION:

Start: at Even with a Drain lnlet near the 9th Parking Spot..
Make initial clockwise loop around the Wesley Campus,

passing the Start and going SW down Entrance Rd.
(Halcyon DR.)to Martin's Run.
Right on Martins Run, northwesterly, to .a counterclockwise

turn around Turnaround #1 just short o{ Cedar Grove Rd.
Return southeasterly on Martins Run (keeping left of center-

line) to a right turn on Jonathan Morris Circle, following it
around counterclockwise, to a wide right turn onto Martins
Run to resume a southeasterly path (keeping left of the
centerline) to a counterclockwise turn around Turnaround
#2iusl short of Palmers Mill Rd.

Return northwesterly on Martins Run, then turning right onto
the Entrance Rd.(Halcyon Dr.)

Left at the intersection, making a second clockwise loop
around the Wesley Campus passing the Start, to the

Finish, near the white Stop Stripe on Halcyon Dr.
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